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Corporate Partner
Support & Opportunities
Our commitment to you, our Corporate Partner, is to deliver your unique solutions and
messaging to our membership, the leaders in CV healthcare. This document will provide an
overview of all the benefits and opportunities you have as a Partner, and guide you to the
options that are best suited to your needs and goals. We trust you will use this as a planning
tool for making the most of our partnership.
MedAxiom is focused on offering the greatest value and quality to our community—members
and partners. This means we provide the most current, comprehensive and meaningful services
and products. As a Corporate Partner you enjoy close collaboration with us to reach and build
relationships with the CV community.
In the next pages, we will discuss the numerous opportunities you have to connect with the
MedAxiom membership, including:
Conferences

Impact Groups and Advisory Boards

Educational Webinars

Marketing Materials and Publicity

Success Story Videos

Sponsorships

Email Blasts and Social Media

Surveys, White Papers and Case Studies

Special Events

Multiple Website Features
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Videos

Educational, peer testimonial, and best practices
Video Option #1: Best Practice Case Study/Peer Testimonial
Tell your story through the lens of the customer, and help the marketplace understand
how CV leaders are using your solutions to improve quality, productivity and outcomes
in a cost-effective way. MedAxiom will videotape a case study or testimonial from one
of your customers (a MedAxiom member is preferred but not required) highlighting
how your solution has benefited their program.
MedAxiom can videotape, edit, host, and promote the video segment**; we can also
assist you in developing a script and selecting the customer as well as the best shoot
location (Experience shows that videos shot at a provider’s location and with their staff
work best.) The video will be featured in MedAxiom’s Resource Center and highlighted
in a weekly e-mail campaign and through social media. We will send you a link and an
embed code so you can use this video to enhance your own marketing efforts and
distribute the video to your audience or your sales team.

Watch a Case Study Video

Click here to learn more about Success Story Videos
**Travel costs may apply

Video Option #2: Heart to Heart Interview/Peer Testimonial
Heart to Heart interview videos bring powerful knowledge sharing right to our
members’ fingertips in short snippets. MedAxiom will shoot an interview-style video
with your customer (a MedAxiom member is preferred but not required) to discuss
how your solution has benefited their program. Or, we will interview you as a partner
to discuss how your solution fits our members’ needs. These videos are shot at a prearranged time during our Spring or Fall CV Tranforum.

Watch a Heart to Heart Video

Interested in one of these options?
Please contact Teresa Stuckey and she will
guide you through the planning process.

Webinars

Educational, peer testimonial, and best practices
Sponsor/participate in one national best practice educational webinar. Because peer
testimonials are key, we suggest that you invite one of your customers (a MedAxiom
member is preferred but not required) to discuss your solution and how it has contributed
to their success story. Webinars have been proven to be the most effective way to connect
and build credibility with our community.
We’ll help you develop your topic and message to make it relevant to our community.
MedAxiom will host, record, and edit the webinar for you, using our own state-of-the-art
technology. Our experience shows that hot topics—including new changes in regulations
and quality programs, clinical pathway programs, and best practice—drive attendance.
MedAxiom webinar attendance can vary from 20 to 1,000 attendees depending on the
topic, averaging at 218 attendees.
Webinars are posted on the MedAxiom events page and marketed every week through
email campaigns. The webinar recordings are posted in MedAxiom’s Resource Center
for easy public access, and average 100+ downloads a year. We will send you a link and
an embed code so you can use this video to enhance your own marketing efforts and
distribute the video to your audience or your sales team.

Watch a Partner Webinar
Learn more about planning a Webinar

Interested in one of these options?
Please contact Teresa Stuckey and she will
guide you through the planning process.
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Social Media
MedAxiom membership is active on social media through Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
Be part of over 40,000 impressions a month through our various social media platforms

News Releases
From announcing partnerships at the national level to sharing industry innovations with
the health care press, MedAxiom will leverage news about strategic partnerships and
companies that are transforming health care through one or more of the following:
national distribution of new releases via BusinessWire, targeted media campaigns and
email blast announcements to our membership.
Click here to view a partnership announcement

Featured Partner Solution
Every month, we feature a Partner solution on our main page that links to your
MedAxiom.com Partner Solutions page. This is a great way to expose new products
and services to our members and the thousands who visit our site each month.
Click here to view the current Featured Partner

Advertising*
*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.

MedAxiom publishes its data on pressing issues/subjects through several reports per year,
including the popular Provider Compensation and Production Survey, the gold-standard
for cardiovascular benchmarking and fair market testing nationally. Partners may choose to
advertise their solutions to our members in our exclusive survey reports and/or conference
event guides.
Click here to view a MedAxiom report
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News Items
Share news stories that will reach the MedAxiom membership through our popular Daily News
(RSS feed) emails, as well as the MedAxiom Partner News web page. Daily News is our daily (M-F)
e-newsletter highlighting CV healthcare’s most pressing issues and important articles.
So that we have an opportunity to harvest your CV news and include it in our Daily News and SM
sites, send your RSS news feed or any specific news you would like included to Teresa Stuckey.
Don’t have an RSS Feed?
Learn how to create one here.

Partner Solutions Page
The Partner Solutions Page is a searchable directory on MedAxiom.com that any page
visitor can access to learn about your products/services. MedAxiom.com receives 34,000+
pageviews a month and provides powerful visibility for partners.
We will help you create your Partner Solutions Page for the MedAxiom website, which will
provide an overview of your products, services and solutions to our members’ challenges.
In your page you can add your CV value proposition, videos, links to your site or documents,
and more.
Click here to view a Partner Solution Page

Partner Showcase Email
Participate in each of our quarterly Partner Showcase emails that reach over 10,000
MedAxiom members and contacts. This is your opportunity to promote new products,
services, case studies, white papers and company announcements.
Click here to view a Partner Showcase
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Events
MedAxiom holds several member and industry conferences per year. This is a unique way to
connect with CVSL leaders, C-suites, physicians and administrators responsible for strategic
direction. Partners are encouraged to exhibit at our conferences to connect with our membership
– your audience. Partners have opportunities for a variety of sponsorships, including Dinner
Programs, Lunch Spotlight Presentations, Partner Pulse, and Shark Tank presentations.

How to Participate
Exhibit
Exhibit at the conference and meet directly with prospective and current clients to share your solutions for their
challenges. Your partnership agreement includes free conference registration for 2 members of your organization.
Networking
Join conference attendees for free networking opportunities including cocktail receptions and a special group
dinner with live music.
Solutions Scavenger Hunt
MedAxiom will provide a Scavenger Hunt “game” card that encourages attendees to stop by your booth to learn
more about your solutions and get a signature from you. Scavenger Hunt participants are asked to answer questions
about what they learned and will be entered into a prize drawing. In addition to the prize drawing, we encourage
exhibitors to bring their own giveaways for this program.
Educational Spotlight Presentations*
Hold or sponsor an educational peer testimonial lunch or breakfast presentation. Invite one of your
customers (a MedAxiom member is preferred) to share their sucess story with their peers using your
solution and increase your presentation’s credibility and effectiveness. For an additional cost we can
also help you develop a white paper or infographic and push it to our CV community.
Partner Pulse
A popular speed-dating style event with members and partners that provides in-depth,
one-on-one exposure to approximately 10+ key decision makers and leaders from the MedAxiom
membership community. There is a limit of two (2) partner attendees per organization for this
event. Please note that this is a free event that is included in your partnership agreement.
Shark Tank*
A market research event in which you may present a new product, service or messaging idea to a panel of key CV
health care leaders—executives, physicians and consultants—and receive their feedback. Designed after the popular
television show. Participation in Shark Tank is limited and additional costs apply. There is a limit of two (2) partner
attendees per organization for this event.
Private Dinner Program*
Host a private dinner with targeted attendee members. We will help you choose the right audience for your solution, as
well as coordinate and organize your program.
Additional Sponsorship Opportunities*
Maximize your investment through a variety of sponsorship opportunities that will entice MedAxiom members to learn
more about your solutions. Take every opportunity to share how your solutions can increase quality, efficiency, and
reduce costs. Many MedAxiom members are responsible for purchasing products and services for their institutions.
*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.
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Upcoming Events
CV Transforum Spring’19
APRIL 3-5, 2019 • AMELIA ISLAND, FL

 e invite our partner companies to exhibit at this conference at no cost as part of your partner
W
agreement. Your partnership agreement includes free conference registration for 2 members of
your organization. Additional attendees are $799 each. Participate in Shark Tank, Educational
Spotlight Presentations, Dinner Programs, and a variety of sponsorship opportunities.

SPRING’19
APRIL 3-5, 2019 • AMELIA ISLAND, FL

ACC 2019 CV Summit

FEBRUARY 14-16, 2019 • ORLANDO, FL

Participate in Educational Spotlight Presentations and Dinner Programs.

CV Transforum Fall’18
OCTOBER 11-13, 2018 • AUSTIN, TX

We invite our partner companies to exhibit at this conference at no cost as part of your partner
agreement. Your partnership agreement includes free conference registration for 2 members of
your organization. Additional attendees are $799 each. Participate in Partner Pulse, Educational
Spotlight Presentations, Dinner Programs, and a variety of sponsorship opportunities.

SPRING’19
FALL’18

APRIL 3-5, 2019 • AMELIA ISLAND, FL
OCTOBER 11-13, 2018 • AUSTIN, TX
SPONSORED BY

Partner Pulse at CV Transforum Fall’18
OCTOBER 10, 2018 • AUSTIN, TX

A speed-dating style event that provides in-depth, one-on-one exposure to key decision
makers and leaders from the MedAxiom membership community. There is a limit of partner
attendees per organization for this event.

Shark Tank at CV Transforum Spring’19*
APRIL 2, 2019 • AMELIA ISLAND, FL

A market research event in which you may present a new product, service or messaging idea
to a panel of key CV health care leaders—executives, physicians and consultants—and receive
their feedback. Designed after the popular television show. Participation in Shark Tank is
limited and additional costs apply.

FALL’18
OCTOBER 11-13, 2018 • AUSTIN, TX
SPONSORED BY

Review event prospectus for Educational Spotlight Presentations, Dinner Programs, and other sponsorship opportunites prices.

*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.
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Database Access &
Benchmarking Reports*
MedAxiom holds ownership of the nation’s most powerful and comprehensive cardiovascular
data. Partners are welcome to query the company’s extensive data resources on demand
through a web-delivered platform. This functionality allows you to review, benchmark and
interpret practice and hospital data. Our partners use this tool to find analytics that affect
the decisions they make and strategies they implement (including hospital/practice transition
to value, performance in quality and payment programs, volume and compensation data —
including early warning indicators for RFPs — CVSL payment data and CVSL riskometer).
Partners can engage MedAxiom in refining and validating their own data, and infusing our data
into theirs. We can enhance your data with longitudinal claims analysis (cost and outcome of
care), reimbursement tools, economic models, operational care plans, and more. MedAxiom also
supports our partners in developing tools, including iPad applications, and testing existing tools.
Partners receive all aggregated MedAxiom benchmarking reports and can also provide
input to MedAxiom on new benchmark reports to track in future annual surveys or periodic
trending surveys.

Surveys*
Corporate partners receive copies of all MedAxiom surveys when they’re released.
These include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Hospital CVSL Assessment - Each year MedAxiom receives a new set of hospital data
focusing on financial and performance measures; we use that data to develop a detailed
CVSL Assessment Report for every hospital in the United States. These valuable individual
hospital reports are sold exclusively to MedAxiom partners.
• Provider Compensation and Production Survey Report - MedAxiom CV Provider
Compensation and Production Survey pulls select information from our entire data set and
brings it together into a single place, adding analysis and meaning to the data and trends.
• Nuclear Survey (in conjunction with ASNC) - The ASNC/MedAxiom Nuclear Survey
collects key nuclear study measures for SPECT, PET and SPECT/PET combined in addition to
accreditation data and radiopharmaceutical data, so that cardiology practices/programs can
utilize the data as comparisons for performance.
• Integration Survey - MedAxiom surveys its members to find out where practices stand on
Hospital Integration.
• MedXcellence Reports - Groundbreaking research that reveals the key characteristics and
attributes of high-performing cardiovascular programs.
• Echo Survey (in conjunction with ASE) - Comprehensive qualitative and quantitative data
from hundreds of echo programs that will better position echocardiography laboratories to
succeed in today’s changing health care dynamic.

*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.

Click here for a sample report
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Clinical Pathways*
MedAxiom can work with you to develop a clinical pathway for a CV program. Together, we will create tools to support
operationalizing and optimizing the deployment of a particular technology, solution, procedure, or program. We look at the
initiative holistically from a CV perspective and help organizations align incentives for all facets of the business including staffing,
scheduling, resource utilization, quality, medications, supply chain, and more.

Shark Tank Market
Research Event*
A market research event in which you may present a new product, service or messaging idea to
a panel of key CV health care leaders—executives, physicians and consultants—and receive their
feedback. Designed after the popular television show. Participation in Shark Tank is limited and
additional costs apply. There is a limit of two (2) partner attendees per organization for this event.

Click here to learn more

Case Study/White Paper*
MedAxiom will work closely with you to research, write, design and distribute a case study or white paper on a specific topic
appropriate to your organization and our member audience.

CAA Connection Membership*
As the acting management service provider for the Cardiology Advocacy Alliance (CAA),
MedAxiom further supports the CV community with education and knowledge about how
federal legislation, regulatory changes, and federal policy affects the access and delivery
of cardiovascular medicine. This provides the foundation to voice our concerns or lobby
for legislative changes. Corporate partners are invited to join the CAA Connection, an
Industry Education Membership Program, through the CAA to receive communication on
and participate in meetings covering legislative updates, newsletters and payment rate
information regarding their efforts in Washington, D.C. and with payers across the country.
This is an important way to know more about what is impacting your clients.

Click here to learn more and join

MedAxiom Membership List
Corporate Partners will receive a comprehensive list of all MedAxiom members. Per stipulation in our CV leader member
agreements, contact information including email and phone are not permitted. We require that you keep these lists confidential and
do not contact our members en masse without the prior consent of MedAxiom. We appreciate your understanding.

*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.
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Voice of the Customer*
Conduct market research, prepare for a product launch or monitor customer sentiment. MedAxiom can target specific titles and
positions within our membership (clinical, operational, marketing, reimbursement, service line, policy, etc.) and develop different
ways to reach your customers—our members— and support your search for knowledge and insights needed to solve the issues they
face. We work with you to select panels from our CV membership that are most appropriate for the issues you want to explore.

Quantitative Online Survey

MedAxiom can be engaged to conduct an annual online
survey of our membership to support a quantitative market
research effort focused on the CVSL decision makers. This
includes the preparation of a report on the findings.

Qualitative Interviews

MedAxiom can support you in developing a study
by conducting a qualitative interview with a targeted
audience. MedAxiom will help develop the content, find
the right audience from our membership, conduct the
interviews, and report back with insights only found through
MedAxiom and its community.

Focus Groups

MedAxiom can coordinate and conduct an annual, blinded
focus group to gather feedback from a group of CV experts
regarding a topic of your choice. The interviewees will
be unaware of the company for which the interviews are
being done. MedAxiom can conduct these interviews via
webinars, surveys or in-person interviews. MedAxiom will
prepare a report of the findings.

Advisory Board Summit

MedAxiom can organize and facilitate an advisory board
summit—an in-person meeting between your organization
and a panel of experts from the MedAxiom membership
held during one of our conferences or events. It allows
you to test value messages, services, and solutions to
refine targeting. These meetings can be videotaped for
further observation. Pre-surveys of our membership will be
conducted to focus the discussion. MedAxiom will prepare
a final report of key findings, observations, evaluation of
customer characteristics, key initiatives and other focus
areas defined by you. After pre-event planning, the final
event duration is a few hours. This is done in person and
travel is involved.

*Additional costs may apply, please review your contract for details.

Impact Groups

MedAxiom can be engaged to coordinate and facilitate
an impact group—a collaborative event that is focused on
evaluating and refining the partner’s strategy, positioning
and messaging. The impact group is made up of targeted
CV leaders who travel to a chosen location to observe
and provide specific input to identified strategies and
approaches to the market. It is organized around product
launches, brand strategies, or organizational market
approaches. After pre-event planning, the final event
duration is approximately 1-2 days. This is done in person
and travel is involved.

Workgroups

MedAxiom can facilitate an on-site, hands-on workgroup
of approximately 3-5 MedAxiom member organizations
to interview your organization around a particular
area of focus identified by you and collaborate on the
development of the issue at hand and best practices
models. Workgroups are designed to demonstrate
value proposition in real-life settings and are on-site.
Workgroups deliver great insight into best practices across
diverse user groups. For example, they can answer key
operational questions associated with technology, and
establish new payment model demonstrations. Once your
workgroup is finalized, the leaders you have interacted
with become advocates for your service and/or product.
This is done in person and travel is involved.

Salesforce Training

MedAxiom can hold regional educational salesforce
training events to help keep your organization updated
on the changing sentiments and struggles in the
marketplace. MedAxiom consultants can be engaged
to hold dinner programs or go on site for coding, billing,
operations and compensation training. This is done in
person and travel is involved.
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Your Quarterly Checklist
1st Quarter / 2018
OPPORTUNITY

DEADLINE

Purchase a sponsorship for the ACC CV Summit 2018

February 1, 2018

Register to exhibit at CV Transforum Spring’18

February 12, 2018

Attend/Exhibit at the ACC CV Summit 2018

February 22-24, 2018

Purchase a sponsorship for CV Transforum Spring’18

February 26, 2018

Confirm Shark Tank participation at CV Transforum Spring’18

February 26, 2018

Send 100-word summary, images, and link for Partner Showcase

March 2, 2018

Complete required CV Transforum Spring’18 Exhibitor Survey

March 19, 2018

2nd Quarter / 2018
OPPORTUNITY

DEADLINE

Attend Shark Tank at CV Transforum Spring’18 (Reg. required)

April 12, 2018

Attend/Exhibit at CV Transforum Spring’18

April 12-14, 2018

Send 100-word summary, images, and link for Partner Showcase

June 1, 2018
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Your Quarterly Checklist
3rd Quarter / 2018
OPPORTUNITY

DEADLINE

Register to exhibit at the CV Transforum Fall’18

August 10, 2018

Register to attend in Partner Pulse at CV Transforum Fall’18

August 10, 2018

Send 100-word summary, images, and link for Partner Showcase

August 31, 2018

Purchase a sponsorship for the CV Transforum Fall’18

August 24, 2018

Send Partner Pulse content to jarvay@medaxiom.com

September 3, 2018

Send Scavenger Hunt, and Sponsorship (if purchased)
content to jarvay@medaxiom.com

September 3, 2018

4th Quarter / 2018
OPPORTUNITY

DEADLINE

Attend Partner Pulse at CV Transforum Fall’18

October 10, 2018

Attend/Exhibit at the CV Transforum Fall’18			

October 11 -13, 2018

Send 100-word summary, images, and link for Partner Showcase

November 30, 2018

Register to exhibit at the ACC CV Summit 2018

December 15, 2018

Access MedAxiom CV Medicare Hospital penalties analysis

TBD
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Maximize Your Reach
Which opportunities are best for you? Schedule a call
today with Joe Sasson to map out your strategy, create a
plan and set a schedule.
MedAxiom’s Ventures team will work with you to help you
reach your company’s goals. Please let us know how we
can get you started.

Joseph Sasson, Ph.D.

Teresa Stuckey

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

jsasson@medaxiom.com

tstuckey@medaxiom.com

